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About the Book

From the pen of legendary historical novelist Jean Plaidy comes an unforgettable true story of royalty, passion, and 

innocence lost.

Born into an impoverished branch of the noble Howard family, young Katherine is plucked from her home to live with 

her grandmother, the Duchess of Norfolk. The innocent girl quickly learns that her grandmother's puritanism is not 

shared by Katherine's free-spirited cousins, with whom she lives. Beautiful and impressionable, Katherine becomes 

involved in two ill-fated love affairs before her sixteenth birthday. Like her cousin Anne Boleyn, she leaves her 

grandmother's home to become a lady-in-waiting at the court of Henry VIII. The royal palaces are exciting to a young 

girl from the country, and Katherine finds that her duties there allow her to be near her handsome cousin, Thomas 

Culpepper, whom she has loved since childhood.

But when Katherine catches the eye of the aging and unhappily married king, she is forced to abandon her plans for a life 

with Thomas and marry King Henry. Overwhelmed by the change in her fortunes, bewildered and flattered by the 

adoration of her husband, Katherine is dazzled by the royal life. But her bliss is short-lived as rumors of her wayward 

past come back to haunt her, and Katherine's destiny takes another, deadly, turn.

Discussion Guide

1. Who is the scribe? What is the significance of these bookends to the novel? Why does Katherine want her tale put 

down in writing?

2. In her statement, "The road is laid before us and we must pass along it, and, through ourselves, come to salvation --- 

or damnation," Katherine seems to suggest that our fate is decided for us, but that our reactions to that fate determine our 

ultimate reward. Where in the novel do you see a tension between fate and personal determination? How much free will 
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does Katherine actually have in her situation? Does she exercise it?

3. What series of events does Katherine's mother's death set in motion that leads to Katherine being moved to Horsham? 

If her mother had stayed alive, what do you think would have happened to Katherine?

4. When Katherine joins the household at Horsham, she becomes the butt of constant jokes about the Howard family, 

and the fact that the Duchess puts on airs about the family name. Why doesn't Katherine mind their teasing? Why does 

she put up with her manipulative, sometimes even cruel new friends, like Isabel? Is she desperate to fit in, or is she just 

an idiot?

5. Why do things begin to unravel for Katherine's cousin Anne? What event brings on her miscarriage? How does Henry 

manage to drum up an adultery charge against her? What immediate effect do these events have on the Howard family? 

Why does Uncle Norfolk join those who condemn Anne?

6. Katherine describes her aunt this way: "The Duchess was a lady who would make herself believe what she wanted 

to --- particularly if the alternative was too unpleasant to contemplate." Which other characters in the novel use this 

coping mechanism? Does it serve them well or ill?

7. Katherine describes gloom in the Howard house after Henry announces his betrothal to Anne of Cleves: "Anne of 

Cleves, with her Protestant upbringing, was certainly not what the Howards were looking for." How much does 

Katherine understand of the religious/political nuances and implications surrounding Henry's decisions? How does 

Plaidy convey these to her readers even when her narrator doesn't understand them?

8. What is Thomas Cromwell's dire mistake regarding Anne of Cleves, and what is the reaction of his colleagues? What 

stand does Katherine take in this issue? What role does the Duke of Norfolk play in Cromwell's demise? Does Katherine 

absorb any new information after watching this unfold?

9. By their third flirtatious visit, Katherine describes herself as "completely disarmed" by the king's playfulness. Even 

when he bruises her, she says, "I giggled inwardly, asking myself if it were an honour to be bruised by the King." Is she 

truly clueless as to what's going on? What is her first hint that Henry is volatile, even with her?

10. What does Katherine call the "one sphere in which I was not ignorant." Is it useful to her?

11. Why does Joan Bulmer's letter spook Katherine? What does Joan want? How does Katherine talk herself out of 

seeing the letter as a warning signal?

12. Who sends word to King Francis of France about the mess Katherine finds herself in? Why? What would have been 

different if this step had not been taken?

13. Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, visits Katherine in the Tower and offers her a possible stay of 

execution. What are the terms of his offer? Why does she refuse this opportunity? If she had accepted Cranmer's offer, 

do you think Henry would have taken her back? Why or why not?

14. After the Duchess discovers Katherine rolling on the floor with Derham, Katherine stoically observes, "People often 



vented their rage on those who were the victims of their neglect because they were in truth blaming themselves." In what 

ways does Katherine suspect her aunt blames herself? Where else in the novel do you recognize the theme of blaming 

the victim?

15. How does public opinion change as a result of Katherine's death?

16. Concerning Catherine Parr, Henry's sixth wife, the scribe closes with: "It was not a case of choosing, but being 

chosen." Is it fair to call this the theme of the novel?

Author Bio

Jean Plaidy, one of the preeminent authors of historical fiction for most of the twentieth century, is the pen name of the 

prolific English author Eleanor Hibbert, also known as Victoria Holt. Jean Plaidy's novels had sold more than 14 million 

copies worldwide by the time of her death in 1993.

Critical Praise

"Plaidy excels at blending history with romance and drama."
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